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lhe Fort Hood TACOH Field Haintenance Technician on the H-60 reported that
H-60 fuel consumption averages .65 miles per gallon (mpg), lhe 0i1 Analysis LL,

reported that an average of three (3) H-60 engines are changed per month based
on the oil analysis. If the oil analysis does not warrant component change, a
reconrendation to the unit could be made to change oil at the next service.
Cavalry reported four (4) engine oil changes last month and estimate 12-15 pe
year for their fifty-six vehicles. (H-60 density is approximately 350 vehicles
including the A-l, AVLB and CEV).

Inforation regarding the H-] cos from several sources. Previousl reported
fuel consumption from PECO for the 2/67 APnr FTX tlardened Steel verged
HPG. 2/67 Armor figures for the same period indicate .20 HPG. he BH1 at the

/66 Armor reported .125 RP. The 0il Analysis Lab reported that one (1)
egine and one (1) transmission had been changed based on the o1 analysis snce
the beginning of the program. Approximately ten (lO) reconznendations ae furnished

per month to change engine oil at the next service, Consumption daa fro field

units is an average of all f,ypical anoe operations and delvers are not fuel
efficiency conscious, Acceleration deceleration, varied terra,n, soil conditions,

vegetation, use of the smoke generator and personnel heater and the mission of
uHt in the field ( offensive vs. defensive ) are all factors tha influee fuel

consumption. Spilled or asted fuel would also be included in the HPG fgue and
a times could be considerable. Additiona11 a large percentage of the fuel
consumption on the M-1 may be attributed to idling the engine I order to kep
the TIS running, a situation not encountered by Mo60’s at Fort Hood, Idling tito

is estimated at 80of operating hours.

the enclosure is a breakdown of data furnished by PEC0 and by 2/67 Aor c
cernlng fuel usage during llardened Steel V] a field exercise condtcted 12-1 ’’" .:,.
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COMPANY

A

C

D

PECO

HILES HOUR.S GALLONS

899 319 7094 .13

1168. 321 7487 .16

1]9’ 463 10,268 .12

1366 448 7120

4,627 1,551 31,969

2/67 Aror figures for san exercise

A 1448 319 709 .0

B 2085 330 8999

C 2110 463 11,083 .!9

D 2248 494 11,950

TOTAL 789l 1,606 39,126 .20

MILES PER GALLOR
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